Unattended ground sensors (UGS) in long-term distributed sensing deployments benefit greatly from the incorporation of unmanned aerial systems (UAS). For instance, the mobility of data-ferrying UAS may be leveraged to reduce the cost of communication between UGS, as well as extend the effective coverage and endurance of the distributed UGS network. Since the UAS are also limited in endurance, a UAS may only ferry data between a subset of the UGS during each sortie. This is particularly problematic for extended operations in nonstationary spatio-temporal domains, as the model obtained from the set of UGS may rapidly lose relevance. Moreover, the informativeness of, or the Value-of-Information (VoI) available at, each UGS may not be equal. Our approach, termed Exploitation by Informed Exploration between Isolated Operatives (EIEIO), learns a generative spatiotemporal model for the arrival of VoI at each UGS. Through EIEIO, we anticipate and prioritize the subset of UGS with the highest VoI for each data ferrying sortie. Furthermore, a lower bound on the requisite sampling time for homogeneous Poisson processes is leveraged to provide a bound on how many times the UAS must visit each UGS in order to learn a spatio-temporal VoI model.
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I. Introduction
Due to limitations in distributed communications, techniques for data-ferrying with unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are gaining significant interest in the context of distributed sensing applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The data-ferrying problem has motivated several optimal path planning approaches for ferrying data between an a priori defined set of sensing locations. 1-3, 5, 7-18 Yet many approaches do not explicitly consider endurance constraints. 1-4, 7, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18-23 Such algorithms do not scale well with respect to the size of the sensing domains. Hence, a key open problem in data-ferrying stems from the fact that a mobile agent, such as a UAS has a limited range/endurance, yet the number of sensors to visit can be many.
As distributed sensing networks are used to gather data and develop models to describe observed phenomena, it is interesting to consider spatio-temporally varying and stochastic sensing domains. A key challenge in such sensing domains is to prioritize the most informative UGS during each UAS data-ferrying sortie. Many approaches have dealt with this challenge by making assumptions on the a priori availability of statistics or mutually informative regions in the sensing domain. 1, 13, 15, [17] [18] [19] 22 Yet the statistics of the state space may not be known a priori and the generative models for nodes in a sparse network are not guaranteed to be dependent or mutually informative. Alternatively, the presence of informative data, described using the Value-of-Information (VoI) metric, has been reactively treated in several recent data-driven approaches. 1, 22, 24 However, the metrics used in reactive approaches may lose relevance during extended operations. Resultantly, autonomous search patterns in nonstationary environments often resort to sequential or random searches as in Figure 1a .
In contrast, we formulate Exploitation by Informed Exploration between Isolated Operatives (EIEIO), an endurance-constrained data-ferrying algorithm which learns a generative model of the informativeness of, or of the VoI present at, each UGS in spatio-temporally varying sensing domains. Our generative model allows us to anticipate which subset of UGS will have the highest VoI during an extended data-ferrying sortie by using information on the current environmental state, time since last poll, and other factors. This allows EIEIO to proactively allocate data-ferrying agents such that the maximum VoI is collected during each data-ferrying tour in a spatio-temporally varying sensing domain. An example of a data-ferrying sortie provided by EIEIO is shown in Figure 1b .
The ability to learn a generative VoI model removes the need for a priori knowledge on the sensing domain model to effectively reduce the available VoI in sparse sensing networks. Hence, a key contribution of EIEIO is that it is compatible with any sensing domain so long as the sensing domain model is at least correlated in time; i.e., the sensing domain is assumed to be predictable. This condition is powerful and transformative, as systems in nature are generally correlated in time. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In addition to being compatible with any sensing domain model, the EIEIO framework is not limited to a specific metric for informativeness or VoI. Moreover, lower bound guarantees on optimally learning the VoI model through EIEIO are available with respect to the communication-cost for each UGS.
(a) Automated searches in extended data-ferrying sorties in nonstationary environments are often a sequential search through the space.
-Base (b) An endurance-constrained automated search with knowledge of which UGS will be the most informative will form some closed path prioritizing those informative locations. Figure 1a , sequential search is shown, which is often resorted to in extended operations. In Figure 1b , an idealized automated search is shown where the most informative subset of locations are prioritized during a particular data-ferrying sortie.
II. Related Work
For sufficiently dense sensing networks with data-ferrying agents, single-and multi-hop communication strategies have been leveraged to reduce the network data latency and the requisite exertion of mobile data sinks. 20, 23, 24, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] However, in sparse networks, single-and multi-hop communication cannot be consistently facilitated since the nodes may not be within communications range of each other.
Alternative approaches for data gathering in sparse networks focus on optimizing the deployment of mobile agents. A popular feature to optimize is the energy efficiency of the mobile agent deployments. 4, 5, 9, 10, 14 Another feature to optimize for sparse networks is data latency reduction. 3, 8, 11, 16 A couple of works concurrently optimize latency reduction and energy efficiency. 21, 36 Yet, of the aforementioned approaches, only a few approaches include endurance constraints. 5, 14 However, both of those approaches assume the reward model is stationary for an endurance-constrained bi-objective prize-collecting Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Traditionally, TSP formulations deal with a constant-in-time prize model. 5, 12, 14, 37, 38 A recent extension of the TSP accounts for a nonstationary and stochastic prize model, but requires the a priori availability of statistics for each location.
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Although the aforementioned related works optimize data latency reduction and energy efficiency, none of those paradigms learn the nonstationary informativeness of each location. Recent persistent monitoring approaches with the objective of reducing the error between the learned and true model of a dynamically changing environment have used reactionary entropy reduction strategies. 1, 22 However, the entropy is defined on the model confidence, which may not reflect the difference between a stationary belief and the unknown underlying nonstationary process. A recent work explicitly leveraged VoI measures for efficient distributed censoring. 24 We likewise leverage an explicit treatment of VoI in EIEIO for quantifying the informativeness of each UGS location, however EIEIO may use other metrics for informativeness.
The accumulation of uncertainty due to nonstationarity in the environment has been modeled using the Fog of War (FoW) functional. 19 However, the FoW functional is a linear and uniform uncertainty accumulation factor that is not grounded in observed data, and does not account for nonlinear or spatio-temporally varying rates of uncertainty accumulation. Instead, we propose to model the cumulative arrival rate of an unlabeled set of informative events; i.e., events which affect the informativeness of-or VoI available in the sensing domain. Problems with nonlinear and spatio-temporally varying arrival rates leverage nonparametric Cox Processes (CPs), which are doubly stochastic Poisson Processes in which both the Poisson rate of arrival, and the Poisson rate of arrival hyperparameter are drawn from a stochastic distribution.
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Cox processes involving Dirichlet processes are computationally intensive and yield discontinuities in the presence of changing problem domains. 40, 41 Alternative approaches involving Cox processes use scaled Gaussian processes. The log-Gaussian Cox process requires binning or discretizing output a priori, which may aversely affect accuracy. 42 On the other hand, the sigmoidal-Gaussian Cox process requires that a maximum possible Poisson parameter is designated. 39, 43 Scaled Gaussian Processes are implemented since the Poisson parameter, λ i , must always be positive. We address this requirement, without resorting to scaling, through the use of a data-connected variant of the FoW term, which allows us to implement a novel variant of the Cox-Gaussian process (CGP) without violating the limitations on the λ. The resulting archiecture is called the Poisson-Cox Gaussian process (P-CGP).
Poisson Processes are appealing models due to their simplicity, but Poisson Processes have been found to be not ideally suited for certain kinds of internet communication and traffic phenomena. [44] [45] [46] However, it has been demonstrated that sufficiently fast sampling on the same data sets enabled the data to be accurately modeled by Poisson Processes. 47 
III. Problem Definition
The general problem we are interested in is distributed inference and monitoring over a spatio-temporally varying measure y that changes with spatial variable x ⊂ R 2 and temporal variable t ∈ T. It is assumed that a set of independent resource constrained unattended ground sensors (UGS) S, indexed by the variable i, provide measurements of y at various locations x i ⊂ R 2 . The total number of sensors in the network is denoted by K. The measurements at each of these locations is denoted by the random variable y i , which generates a temporally evolving stochastic process Y t across all of the nodes. The stochastic process is timevarying, however, its rate of change need not be the same across all nodes. Consequently, not all nodes have new information at all times. We assume that the Value-of-Information, V i of a node can be captured by an information-theoretic metric such as Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence or Renyi divergence. 24 Note that due to spatio-temporal variations, V i is a temporally dependent random variable that takes positive values.
The UGS can leverage in-situ resources to operate over an extended duration of time, but it is assumed that they have a limited range of communication. Therefore, it is assumed that the ground sensors do not have sufficient power to communicate with a central hub, which leads to clusters of ground sensors which may be able to talk to each other but do not form a completely connected network. Instead, a data-ferrying agent, such as a UAV, needs to physically ferry the data between the ground sensors. However, the data-ferrying agent itself has a limited endurance, and can only visit a subset η ⊂ S consisting of κ of the ground sensors in any given flight sortie. We are now in a position to qualitatively state the problem we are interested in solving:
Problem 1 Determine the subset of nodes η -the most informative set of UGS to visit in each flight sortie -and a path connecting them, such that the remaining VoI after each flight sortie is minimized.
It is in general difficult to determine η because the expected VoI at each node is not known. Furthermore, without visiting the nodes it is not possible to glean what the VoI at each node could be. A proactive planning strategy for this problem is to build a model on the expected accumulated VoI at each node, and utilize this model to plan anticipated change at each of the sensing locations. We now make a series of assumptions to bring the problem to an analyzable form.
The first assumption states that the information being gathered at one node can be assumed to be independent of that being gathered at another node. This is a reasonable assumption if the nodes are placed sufficiently far away from each other.
Assumption 1
The VoI accumulated at each node is assumed to be mutually independent.
It should be noted further that mutual dependency occurs either due to spatial dependence, or because the sensors can communicate with each other over a cluster to infer a joint local model of y. 24, 48 Hence mutually dependent UGS may be accounted for by visiting only one UGS in the cluster, allowing each cluster to be effectively treated as one independent UGS. Therefore, the cumulative VoI collected in a flight sortie over the set of nodes η, denoted by f (η) can now be represented as a sum over the individual V i .
Next we make the relatively harmless assumption that the time to transmit data from the node to the UAV can be ignored. This is a reasonable assumption in the sense that depending on the time of transmission, the variable κ denoting the size of the informative set η will change. Furthermore, we assume that the nodes have sufficient memory to store the information from the last visit by the data-ferrying agents:
Assumption 2 The UGS can store and instantaneously transmit sensing history since the last visit to the data-ferrying agent.
Let τ n i denote the n th time that the node i was visited by the data-ferrying agent. It follows that once the information in a node is retrieved, its VoI should be reset to zero: Assumption 3 The next instantaneous sample at each UGS has no informatic value; i.e.,
We are now in a position to state the problem in Problem 1 as an optimization problem. Let Υ denote a binary vector, c (i) denote the time-cost of operating a UGS, and k (i) denote the cost-conversion coefficient. The problem can then be recast as the following mathematical programming problem:
Problem 2 Determine the subset η -the most informative set of UGS to visit in each flight sortie -by solving the following mathematical program
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In order to solve this problem, we need a model that can predict the expected VoI of a node as a function of the time since last visit, and the node's location. The model of the expected VoI must be positively valued, with the exception of simultaneously-collected samples, and must model the expected VoI with respect to the time since last visit to each UGS. A notable random process with strikingly similar constraints is the Poisson process, and the similarities motivate us to treat observations of VoI as the likelihood of a Poisson process; i.e.,
where λ j,i (t) andλ j,i (t) are positively valued random variables denoting the Poisson arrival and departure rates of an informative event type j at UGS i worth s j bits per net informative arrival. Note that there are r types of informative events, which relates to the notion of embodied cognition, in that only the types of sensors used may affect what informative events can be observed, and r need not be known. Our model is designed to capture the effect of the arrival of an unlabeled set of informative events at a particular node on the available VoI. Every time the node is visited, that is when i ∈ η, the VoI of that node gets reset to zero, at all other times, the informative events are allowed to accumulate. Furthermore, the variable V i is modeled as the likelihood of a class of Poisson processes. Although the Poisson process is a well-known discrete random process, the likelihood of the Poisson process may be a continuous quantity, thus we are permitted an elegant continuous model for the available VoI in a large set of UGS.
Our model is also inspired by the queueing-theoretic application of Poisson process priors in determining the arrival rate of packets in communication networks. 47 In a Poisson process, the inter-arrival times A n of new events are exponentially distributed with a rate parameterλ : P (A n ≤ t) = 1 − e −λt . 44 Whenλ is constant, the Poisson process is termed homogeneous. A homogeneous Poisson process can be used to model the situation when the VoI accumulation is expected to be constant across the nodes. The following theorem provides an optimal cost-based sampling bound for Poisson processes.
2 /λ and c 1 = 0, then the optimum scheme is to observe for a time t = (k/c 2 )
We propose a lower-bound on the requisite number of visits at each UGS that is required to learn a homogeneous Poisson process describing the VoI model. Homogeneity allows us to instead consider the lower-bound on time as a lower-bound on the total number of times the UAV must visit each UGS.
2 /λ and c 1 = 0, then the optimum scheme is to sample each homogeneous Poisson process at least n times, where n = (k/c 2 )
When operating in iteration-time, Remark 1 is equivalent to Theorem 1. Thus, a set of homogeneous Poisson process models describing the spatio-temporal VoI model are learned when Remark 1 is satisfied for each node.
Remark 1 is a simple extension of the optimal sampling scheme; however, it provides useful results for related applications such as censoring. Remark 1 is also useful for environments where the VoI models may change. In such situations, new homogeneous VoI models would be learned using the optimal scheme provided by Remark 1.
Poisson processes can accomodate much more general forms ofλ i . In an inhomogeneous Poisson process, λ i (t) is spatio-temporally varying with each location i and time t. A general model for spatio-temporally varying Poisson processes is the Cox process. In the Cox process,λ i is drawn from a stochastic process. Recall that existing Cox process models require a priori output scaling or domain specification. 39, [41] [42] [43] Since an upper bound on λ or the number of UGS may not be known known a-priori, we introduce a new Bayesian Nonparametric model termed Cox-Gaussian Process (CGP), which models the accumulated VoI at a location V i using a Gaussian process prior:
where P ois(·) is the Poisson process and GP i (·, ·) is a Gaussian process with the mean m i and covariance kernel k(., .). Another key benefit of this model is that the GPs can evolve to accommodate a changing number and distribution of UGS in the sensor network.
IV. Solution Methods
While the mathematical program in (3) is used for each of the following solution approaches, the method used to calculate (4) for the Poisson process methods in Section IVA is E(V i (t)) = E(V P ois,i (t)), (6) where
which, for homogeneous Poisson processes, reduces to
where
A. Poisson process Methods
The following solution approaches assume that the generative VoI model may be described by a homogeneous Poisson process. This assumption, as well as Assumption 4, will be relaxed in Section IVB. Note that the homogeneous Poisson process provides a Bayesian baseline for the Poisson-Cox Gaussian process (P-CGP) formulated in Section IVB.
Assumption 4
The VoI can only increase between visits; i.e.,
].
(10)
Poisson Sampling
Since, each VoI sample corresponds to a sample of a Poisson process likelihood, we obtain a linear model of the available VoI using the homogeneous Poisson process. Since the Gamma distribution, G(·), is the conjugate prior of a Poisson distribution, the Gamma distribution is used as the prior distribution. The resulting posterior distribution is
where the posterior parameters are used to update the VoI accumulation rateλ i aŝ
and the posterior parameters are to be reused as the prior for subsequent measurements at static agent x i ; i.e.,
and
Linear Poisson Sampling
The linear Poisson process treats a sample at time t as the result of M i,n (·) independent and identically distributed (iid) draws from a homogeneous Poisson process. For simplicity, we use M i,n (τ n+1 i ) = ∆t i to emulate a sensor that samples in iteration time, but other sampling paradigms may be accommodated. The Gamma distribution is again used as the prior for the Poisson process.
The resulting posterior is
The parameters of the posterior are used to update the VoI accumulation rateλ i aŝ
B. Poisson-Cox Gaussian processes
We introduce two novel Cox Gaussian processes which use variants of the FoW functional and the sparse online Gaussian process. 19, 50 The FoW functional is typically used to artificially increase the predictive covariance of a reinforcement learning agent such that the agent transitions from exploiting some nonstationary model to exploration, rather than assuming that the unobserved regions of the state space do not change. Similarly, the sparse online GP initially expects the VoI to be 0 until nearby samples are observed, so the FoW term is used to increase the expected VoI so that (3) causes the data-ferrying agent to visit each UGS until the GP is sufficiently confident in predicting the expected accumulation of VoI. Hence, the FoW functional is considered. 19 However, the FoW functional is not connected to data and is identically valued for each sensor location i.
We connect the FoW functional to data by using Poisson processes, thereby yielding a data-driven FoW term in a Bayesian nonparametric Poisson-Cox Gaussian process (P-CGP). As a result, we have two novel P-CGPs; one which uses the Poisson Sampling scheme, and another that uses the Linear Poisson sampling scheme.
The method to calculate (4) for the P-CGPs in Section IVB is
where equation (4) is restated as
V. Simulation Results
The EIEIO algorithm is applied in the context of distributed sensing applications that require dataferrying such as the detection of carbon dioxide or temperature readings over a large operational area. We assume that the UAS is able to visit a subset of up to 6 UGS per episode; i.e., κ = 6 for the simulated data sets and the Intel Berkeley Research lab data set. We assume that the UAS is able to visit a subset of 2 UGS per episode for the Global Historical Climatology Network. 
A. Comparison of Poisson and Linear Poisson Models

B. Baseline-comparison Study of Poisson-based Methods
A baseline-comparison study is shown in figures 3, 5, and 6. The baseline methods included are a random exploration method and a sequential exploration method. Table 1 provides a concise summary of the performance gain achieved by each sampling method, with respect to the performance of the sequential sampling method. Note that the random sampling method, on average, performs just as well as sequential sampling on the real-world data sets. 
Validation on Simulated Data Sets
The mobile agent first explores the data available from each of the 50 deployed UGS (K = 50), and the initialization parameters for each method is (α i = 10,β i = 1 ). The parameters for the homogeneous Poisson process generative VoI model are again seeded randomly for the simulations. The underlying parameter evolution for the Cox process generative VoI simulation is defined as
where λ i (t) is the true underlying Poisson parameter, λ r,i is seeded randomly for the simulation and (·, ·) is Gaussian white noise; i.e., ∼ N (µ, σ figure 3a and figure 3c . The baseline-comparison for the developed methods in Section IVA and Section IVB for a generative Cox process VoI model is shown in figure 3b and figure 3d . The simulated gains in categorical accuracy (i.e., the average identification of the most valuable subset of UGS) and VoI collection relative to the sequential sampling method are shown below for all data sets.
Validation on the Intel Berkeley Data Set
As the results in figure 2 and figure 3 are the result of artificially generated VoI metrics, we then apply EIEIO on the Intel Berkeley Research Lab spatio-temporal temperature data set. 51 The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate that EIEIO works on real-world data sets. Although the data from the Intel Berkeley Research Lab is not Gaussian-distributed, we leverage the Central Limit Theorem to treat the observations at each UGS as belonging to a Gaussian-distributed likelihood; i.e., y i ∼ N (µ, σ 2 1 ). For simplicity, each UGS models local observations using the Gaussian distribution as the conjugate prior. 52 The Bayesian update is
where µp is the prior mean, µq is the posterior mean, σ 2 p,i is the prior variance, and σ 2 q,i is the posterior variance.
When the UAS visits each UGS, the local model of the UGS is received and the VoI is calculated using KL divergence. 53 The KL divergence, D KL , for scalar normal distributions (i.e., d = 1) is Figures 3a and 3b showcase the categorical accuracy of the Poisson-based methods in the presence of significant noise. Likewise, figures 3c and 3d showcase the efficacy of the Poisson-based methods in optimally reducing the available VoI. The percentage optimality refers to the performance of the unsupervised learning algorithm to that of a system with perfect situational awareness.
Validation on the Global Historical Climatology Data Set
The EIEIO algorithm is also tested on a concatenated variant of the Global Historical Climatology Network data set. The performance of EIEIO on the concatenated data set, where discrete changes in the VoI model is encountered, are shown in figure 6a and figure 6b . We again leverage the Central Limit Theorem to treat the observations at each UGS as belonging to a Gaussian-distributed likelihood, as in the Intel Berkeley Research data set. It should be noted that the discrete changes in the environment were small. Future work will focus on anticipating discrete changes in the VoI model. 
VI. Conclusion
An endurance-constrained and model-based information-theoretic approach is formulated for a UAS to ferry data between distributed UGS. The EIEIO algorithm allows the UAS to anticipate the VoI available in the distributed UGS, even in nonstationary environments, hence the optimal subset of UGS, η, may be predicted for each data-ferrying sortie. The VoI model is realized in the form of two completely Bayesian P-CGPs which do not require any a priori knowledge to implement. The P-CGPs and Poisson process approaches are incorporated into EIEIO and compared on simulated and real-world data sets. Furthermore, an optimal sampling scheme is available when there is a known sample cost for each UGS.
